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Assalamualaikum dan Salam Ramadhan,

DR. MOHD SHAHRIL NIZAM BIN SHAHAROM,

Akademia Baru Publisher invites you to submit your research paper/review papers/technical reports/framework paper for publishing in next volume of our journals

http://www.akademiabaru.com/journal.html
Journal of Advanced Review on Scientific Research (ISSN 2289-7887)
Journal of Advanced Research Design (ISSN 2289-7984)
Journal of Advanced Research in Applied Mechanics (ISSN 2289-7895)
Journal of Advanced Research in Materials Science (ISSN 2289-7992)
Journal of Advanced Research in Fluid Mechanics and Thermal Science (ISSN 2289-7879)
Journal of Advanced Research in Computing and Applications (ISSN 2462-1927)
Journal of Advanced Research in Business and Management Studies (ISSN 2462-1935)
Journal of Advanced Research in Applied Sciences and Engineering Technology (ISSN 2462-1943)
Journal of Advanced Research in Social and Behavioural Sciences (ISSN 2462-1951)
Journal of Advanced Research in Robust Engineering & Quality Management (NEW)
Journal of Advanced Research in Modelling and Simulations (NEW)
Journal of Advanced Vehicle System (NEW)
Journal of Advanced Research in Micro- and Nanosciences (NEW)

You may submit your original unpublished works as per the following schedule:

Paper Submission Due: 30 June 2016

Publication Charges: FREE

Looking forward to receive your submission(s).

Editor,
Akademia Baru Journals

Fri, Jun 24, 2016 at 11:25 PM

MOHD SHAHRIL NIZAM BIN SHAHAROM <nizamsaril@um.edu.my>

To: Article submission <submit@akademiabaru.com>

Assalamualaikum,

How are you?

I would like to share some simple survey data that we gathered last month. The title for this article is 'Parents' Perception on the Use of Augmented Reality Educational Mobile Application for Early Learning in Malaysia'.
Thank you and have a nice weekend. May this Eid bring Fun, Happiness, God’s Endless Blessings, and fresh love... Happy Eid ul-Fitr...

wassalam
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Mohd Shahril Nizam bin Shaharom, PhD
Department of Curriculum & Instructional Technology
Faculty of Education
University of Malaya

Office no: 03-7967 5022 || hp no: 019-7897345 (Call & SMS)
Line / WeChat / Viber id / Instagram: nizamsarel || skype id: ilusikreatif
WhatsApp/ChatOn: +6013-5339707 || KakaoTalk: nizamsarel
twitter: @nizamsarel || YouTube Channel: ilusikreatif nizamsarel
Facebook: www.facebook.com/ilusikreatif
Research Website / CV: www.ilusikreatif.com & www.myCIPTA.com
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W salam

Dear Author

Your manuscript has been received. I shall write to you as soon as the reviews have arrived.

Truly
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